In this paper, the interference channel with common information (ICC), in which two senders need deliver not only private messages but also certain common messages to their corresponding receivers, is investigated. An achievable rate region for such a channel is obtained by applying a superposition coding scheme that consists of successive encoding and simultaneous decoding. It is shown that the derived achievable rate region includes or extends several existing results for the interference channels with or without common information. The rate region is then specialized to a class of ICCs in which one sender has no private information to transmit, and a class of deterministic interference channels with common information (DICCs). In particular, the derived rate region is found to be the capacity region for this class of DICCs. Last, the achievable rate region derived for the discrete memoryless ICC is extended to the Gaussian case, in which a numerical example is provided to illustrate the improvement of our rate region over an existing result.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE interference channel (IC) is one of the fundamental building blocks in communication networks, in which the transmissions between each sender and its corresponding receiver (each sender-receiver pair) take place simultaneously and interfere with each other. The information-theoretic study of such a channel was initiated by Shannon [1] , and has been continued by many others [2] - [16] . So far, the capacity region of the general IC remains unknown except for some special cases, such as the IC with strong interference (SIC) [3] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [12] , a class of discrete additive degraded ICs [8] , and a class of deterministic ICs [11] . However, various achievable rate regions serving as inner bounds on the capacity region have been derived for the general IC [5] , [7] , [9] , [15] .
Notably, Carleial [7] obtained an achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless IC by employing a limited form of the superposition coding scheme [17] , successive encoding and decoding. Subsequently, Han and Kobayashi [9] established the best achievable rate region known to date by applying the superposition coding scheme comprising of simultaneous encoding and decoding. Indeed, the improvement of the Han-Kobayashi (HK) region [9] over the Carleial region [7] is primarily due to the use of the simultaneous decoding. This has been validated in [15] and [16] , in which Chong et al. obtained a so called Chong-Motani-Garg (CMG) rate region identical with the HK region but with a much simplified description, by using a hybrid of the successive encoding and simultaneous decoding. Moreover, Carleial [7] introduced the notion of the partial cross-observability of each sender's private information, which means that each receiver is able to decode part of the private information sent from its nonpairing sender. The derivation of the HK region and the CMG region followed this notion but Chong et al. have made the important observation that the decoding errors of the crossly observed information can be excluded in computing the probability of error [15] . With an introduction of the partial cross-observability, the IC can be viewed as a compound channel consisting of two associated multiple access channels (MACs) (strictly speaking, MAC-alike channels), and thus its achievable rate region can be obtained by exploiting existing techniques used for MACs. However, the converse for either the HK region or the CMG region has not been established. Very recently, a notable variant of the IC, namely the IC with degraded message sets (IC-DMS) [18] - [22] , has attracted considerable research attention due to its applicability to model certain realistic communication scenarios in cognitive radio networks or wireless sensor networks. From an information-theoretic viewpoint, the IC-DMS is fundamentally different from the IC since the capacity regions of IC and IC-DMS, if any, do not necessarily imply each other.
Most of the prior work on the ICs assumes the statistical independence of the source messages [2]- [16] . However, the assumption becomes invalid in an IC where the senders need transmit not only the private information but also certain common information to their corresponding receivers. Such a scenario is generally modeled as the IC with common information (ICC) [23] - [25] . The ICC was first studied by Tan in his original work [23] , where inner and outer bounds on the capacity region have been derived. In particular, when no common information is present, the inner bound (the achievable rate region) in [23] reduces to the Carleial region in [3] . More recently, Maric et al. [24] derived the capacity region for a special case of the ICC, the strong interference channel with common information (SICC), and showed that the derived capacity result includes the capacity region of the strong interference channel (with no common information) [12] as a special case. Parallel to the case of the IC, the study of the ICC is closely related to the previous work on the MAC with common information (MACC) that has been thoroughly studied by Slepian and Wolf [26] and Willems [27] . As an example, an achievable rate region for the SICC is an intersection of the rate regions for its two corresponding MACCs, and the capacity region of the SICC is the union of all such achievable rate regions.
In this paper, we begin with studying the general two-user ICC problem. We propose an encoding scheme that extends the idea of the Carleial's successive encoding for the ICC. With this encoding scheme, we allow the senders' common information to be conveyed through the channel in a cooperative manner. Exploiting the proposed encoding scheme along with the simultaneous decoding scheme [9] , [15] , we derive a new achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICC. We show that the derived achievable rate region contains the one in [23] as a proper subregion under some specific setting, and reduces to the CMG region [15] as well as the capacity region of the SICC [24] in their respective channel settings. We further investigate a class of deterministic interference channels with common information (DICCs), which can be viewed as a generalization of the class of deterministic ICs (DICs) in [11] . We show that under certain assumptions, our achievable rate region is the capacity region for this class of the DICCs.
In the review process of the present paper, we learned of the independent work by Cao et al. [28] from one referee. The achievable rate region in [28] is essentially the same as ours, even though, compared with the one presented in [28] , the description of our achievable rate region is more compact in view of the number of constraints involved.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the channel models. In Section III, we present the achievable rate region for the general discrete memoryless ICC in both implicit and explicit forms. In Section IV, we discuss the relations between our achievable rate region and several existing results in [15] , [23] , [24] , [29] . In Section V, we investigate two special cases of the ICC. In Section VI, we extend our achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICC to the Gaussian case. The paper is concluded in Section VII.
The notations used in this paper are as follows. Random variables and their realizations are denoted by upper case letters and lower case letters respectively, e.g., and . Bold fonts are used to indicate vectors, e.g., and .
II. CHANNEL MODELS AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we present the channel models of the ICC, including the general ICC and a modified ICC. The modified ICC serves to reveal the information flow through its associated ICC, and facilitates the derivation of the achievable rate region for the associated ICC.
A. Discrete Memoryless Interference Channel With Common Information
A discrete memoryless IC is usually defined by a quintuple , where and , , 2, denote the finite channel input and output alphabets respectively, and denotes the collection of the conditional probabilities on given . The channel is memoryless in the sense that for channel uses, we have where and for
. The marginal distributions of and are given by Building upon an IC, we depict an ICC in Fig. 1 . Sender , , 2, is to send a private message together with a common message to its pairing receiver. All the three messages are assumed to be independently and uniformly generated over their respective ranges.
Let denote the discrete memoryless ICC defined above. An code exists for the channel , if and only if there exist two encoding functions and two decoding functions such that , where , , denotes the average decoding error probability of decoder , and is computed by one of the following expressions:
where . A nonnegative rate triple is achievable for the channel if for any given , and for any sufficiently large , there exists a code. The capacity region for the channel is defined as the closure of the set of all the achievable rate triples, while an achievable rate region for the channel is a subset of the capacity region.
B. Modified Discrete Memoryless Interference Channel With Common Information
The modified ICC, as depicted in Fig. 2 , inherits the same channel characteristics from its associated ICC, but it has five streams of messages instead of three in the associated ICC. The five streams of messages , , , , and are assumed to be independently and uniformly generated over the finite sets , , , Remark 1: It should be noted that compared with Fig. 2 in [9] , our modified channel depicted in Fig. 2 does not include the index (or ) in the decoded message vector at decoder 1 (or decoder 2). This is due to the observation made in [15] that, although receiver 1 (or receiver 2) attempts to decode the crossly observable private message (or ), it is not necessary to include decoding errors of such information in calculating probability of error at the respective receiver. This is also the reason why we term the two associated channels of an ICC as MACC-alike channels instead of MACCs.
Lemma 1:
If is achievable for the channel , then is achievable for the associated ICC.
Remark 2:
With the aid of Lemma 1, an achievable rate region for the modified ICC can be easily extended to one for the associated ICC.
III. DISCRETE MEMORYLESS INTERFERENCE CHANNEL WITH COMMON INFORMATION
In this section, we derive a new achievable rate region for the discrete memoryless ICC introduced in Section II. The derived rate region is presented in both implicit and explicit forms.
A. An Achievable Rate Region for the Discrete Memoryless ICC
We first introduce three auxiliary random variables , , and that are defined over arbitrary finite sets , , and , respectively. Denote by the set of all joint probability distributions that factor as
Let denote the set of all nonnegative rate quintuples such that
for some fixed joint probability distribution . Note that each of the mutual information terms is computed with respect to the given fixed joint distribution.
Lemma 2: Any element is achievable for the modified ICC for a fixed joint probability distribution .
Remark 3:
The lengthy proof is relegated to Appendix A. Lemma 2 lays a foundation for us to establish an achievable rate region for the general ICC. One can interpret this achievable rate region as an intersection between the achievable rate regions of the two associated MACC-alike channels. Specifically, inequalities (2)-(6) depict an achievable rate region for one MACC-alike channel, and inequalities (7)-(11) depict one for the other.
Theorem 1:
The rate region is achievable for the channel with .
Remark 4: Theorem 1 is a direct extension of Lemma 2. The proof is straightforward and thus omitted. Note that the rate region is convex, and therefore no convex hull operation or time sharing is necessary. The proof of the convexity is given in Appendix B.
Let us fix a joint distribution , and denote by the set of all the nonnegative rate triples such that and for some .
Theorem 2:
is an achievable rate region for the channel with . Proof: It suffices to prove that is an achievable rate region for for any fixed joint probability distribution , while the achievability of any rate triple follows immediately from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2.
Remark 5: The main idea, as mentioned before, is that we allow the common information (of rate ) to be cooperatively transmitted by the two senders, on top of which we treat the private information at each sender as two parts. One part (of rate or ) of the private information at each sender is crossly observable to the nonpairing receiver, but not the other part (of rate or ). However, for each receiver, the crossly observed information is not required to be decoded correctly [15] . Details can be found in the proof of Lemma 2 in Appendix A.
Remark 6: One can observe that the rate of the common information, , is bounded by only one inequality at each decoder. This is similar to the case of the MACC [26] , [27] , where the rate of the common information is bounded by only one inequality. This is due to the perfect cooperation of the two senders in transmitting the common information, and the simultaneous decoding. Details are illustrated in the proof of Lemma 2.
Remark 7:
The region is also convex, which can be proven by following the same procedure as used in the proof of the convexity of in Appendix B.
B. Explicit Description of the Achievable Rate Region
In order to reveal the geometric shape of the region depicted in Theorem 2, we derive an explicit description of the region by applying Fourier-Motzkin elimination [15] , [30] , [29] .
Let denote the set of all nonnegative rate triples such that
for some fixed joint distribution , and define .
Corollary 1:
The rate region is achievable for the channel , and .
Remark 8: The proof of this corollary is given in Appendix C. In fact, the explicit rate region obtained by applying Fourier-Motzkin elimination on (2)-(11) contains two extra constraints However, these two constraints are redundant and thus are excluded. This is shown in the second part of Appendix C by applying the technique introduced in [16] .
The close tie between the explicit CMG region and the capacity region of a class of DICs in [11] was pointed out in [30] . Similarly, we will disclose that the explicit region for the ICC is also closely related to the capacity region of a class of DICCs investigated in Section V-B.
IV. RELATIONS BETWEEN AND SOME EXISTING RESULTS
In this section, we discuss the relations between the achievable rate region derived in the preceding section and several previously known results [23] , [24] , [15] .
A. The Achievable Rate Region for ICC by Tan [23] We show that the achievable rate region includes the one given in [23, Th. 1] as a subregion. Note that a similar result is presented in [ It should be noted that the corollary does not indicate that the inclusion, , is strict. Whether this inclusion is strict deserves further investigation. However under some specific setting, the region strictly contains , which can be justified as follows. In the case of no common information, reduces to in [9, Corollary 3.1], while reduces to the CMG region (or the HK region). When the channel is Gaussian and the time-sharing variable is fixed as a constant, the HK region demonstrates strict inclusion over in [9] . We will show that under this setting, improves similarly in Section VI-B.
B. Strong Interference Channel With Common Information
Let denote the set of all joint distributions that factor as As defined in [24] , an ICC is considered as a SICC if for all joint probability distributions . Let denote the set of all nonnegative rate triples such that
for a fixed joint distribution .
Corollary 3 ([24, Achievability of Theorem 1]): Any rate triple
is achievable for the SICC.
Remark 9: By setting , , and in (2)-(11), and removing two redundant ones from the resulting inequalities due to the channel assumptions of the SICC, we can easily obtain (25)-(28).
Remark 10: By letting , , we treat the private information at each sender as a whole instead of two parts. This differs from what was mentioned earlier in Remark 5. In this case the full private information at each sender is allowed to be crossly observed by the respective nonpairing receivers due to the strong interference.
C. Interference Channel Without Common Information
We now consider the general IC (without common information) as a special case of the ICC, and demonstrate that our achievable rate region for the ICC reduces to the CMG region [15] for the IC.
Let denote the time-sharing random variable, and denote the set of all joint distributions that factor as 
for a fixed joint distribution , and define .
Corollary 4 ([15, Th. 3]):
is an achievable rate region for the IC. 
V. TWO SPECIAL CASES OF THE ICC
In this section, we specialize our achievable results in Section III to the following two cases.
A. Asymmetric Interference Channel With Common Information
We first introduce the channel model of this class of the ICCs, namely the asymmetric interference channel with common information (AICC), where one sender does not have private information to transmit. Without loss of generality, we assume that sender 1 only has the common message to be transmitted to receiver 1, while sender 2 needs transmit both the common message and the private message to receiver 2. Fig. 3 depicts the channel model for the AICC, which we denote by . We follow the definitions introduced in Section II, and define the capacity region of the channel is a set of all achievable rate pairs for this channel. Let denote the set of all joint distributions Fig. 4 . The class of deterministic interference channels with common information.
Theorem 3:
is an achievable rate region for the channel , where is the set of all nonnegative rate pairs such that for some fixed joint distribution .
Remark 12: 1) It is straightforward to obtain Theorem 3 from Corollary 1 by letting and .
2) The coding strategy for this channel remains basically the same as the one for the general ICC: both senders first need cooperate to transmit the common information, while sender 2 treats the private information as two parts, among which only one part is crossly observable to receiver 1. 3) Although the description of this rate region appears simple, establishing the converse remains challenging.
In addition, by letting and , the rate region reduces to the capacity region for the strong interference channel with unidirectional cooperation [22] , [31] .
B. A Class of Deterministic Interference Channels With Common Information
We next investigate a class of discrete memoryless DICCs as depicted in Fig. 4 . The major attributes of DICCs remain the same as those of an ICC, i.e., the source messages , the channel input and output alphabets and , , the encoding functions ( and ) and decoding functions ( and ), the existence of codes, and the achievable rates are defined as the same as those for the general ICC. The distinction lies on the channel transition, which is governed by the following deterministic functions: and where and represent the interference signals caused by and at the corresponding receivers. Furthermore, we assume that there exist two more deterministic functions, and . We denote this class of DICCs by .
The channel defined above is similar to the one investigated in [11] , but there is a slight difference. In [11] , it is assumed that and for all product distributions of . It has also been pointed out in [11] that this assumption is equivalent to assuming the existence of and . Nevertheless, we assume the latter rather than the former since the former is not satisfied in our case. We will demonstrate that and are the actual governing conditions for this class of DICCs.
Let denote the set of all joint distributions that factor as (37) where is the realization of an auxiliary random variable defined over an arbitrary finite set . 
for some fixed joint distribution .
Theorem 4: The capacity region of the channel is the closure of .
Proof: 1) [Achievability] It suffices to show that
is achievable for the channel for a fixed joint distribution . As the joint distribution does not involve and , it appears difficult to directly apply the superposition coding strategy developed for the general ICC to this channel. Nevertheless, because the interferences and are determined by the channel inputs and , we can extend the joint distribution in the form of (37) to one containing and as (51) where is the Kronecker delta function. Since and are conditionally independent given , the interferences and also become conditionally independent given . Therefore, the extended joint distribution (51) can be factored as and the achievability of the region follows readily from Corollary 1.
2) [Converse]
We first prove that for any nondeterministic (stochastic) code for the channel, there exists a deterministic code such that . We then upper bound the rates of any deterministic code having as . The detailed steps of the derivations are presented in Appendix D. The upper bound meets with the inner bound (or the achievable rate region), and thus the theorem follows.
As mentioned earlier, we assume that there exist and such that and . With this assumption, we have two equalities, and . As can be observed from the converse part of the proof in Appendix D, these two equalities are crucial for us to establish the converse. Moreover, in the absence of common information our assumptions reduce to those made in [11] . In this sense, our assumption is slightly more general compared with the one made in [11] . It is also noteworthy that in the case of no common information, the capacity region of this class of DICCs reduces to the one obtained in [11] .
VI. GAUSSIAN INTERFERENCE CHANNEL WITH COMMON INFORMATION
In this section, we show how to extend the achievable rate region derived for the discrete memoryless ICC to the Gaussian case. We also present a numerical example to illustrate to what extent our region improves the Tan region in [23, Th. 1].
A. Channel Model for the Gaussian ICC
We consider a Gaussian ICC (GICC) in the standard form since any GICC can be transformed to one in the standard form with the capacity region unchanged [7] , [30] , [19] . As depicted in Fig. 5 , a GICC in the standard form can be mathematically expressed as (52) (53) where , , is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and unit variance, and and are the normalized channel gains of the respective interference links.
In addition, the codewords used for this channel are subject to the average power constraint given by , . We only consider Gaussian codewords , , for the GICC, since it is shown in the Maximum-Entropy Theorem [32] that Gaussian inputs are optimal for Gaussian channels. Furthermore, we also fix the time-sharing random variable as a constant. Regarding how the choice of affects the size of the achievable rate region, interested readers are referred to [13] for a detailed exposition.
B. Achievable Rate Region for the GICC
We first define the following mappings of random variables with respect to the joint probability distribution (1) With the relations between the random variables defined by the mappings, M1)-M6), and the channel input-output relations described by (54) and (55), we evaluate the mutual information terms in (12)-(24) as shown in (56)-(65) at the bottom of the page where . Replacing each mutual information term in (12)-(24) with its corresponding one from (56)-(65), we can obtain the Gaussian counterpart of , namely . Since the resulting description of the region is rather lengthy, we do not explicitly include it in this paper.
We next compare the obtained achievable rate region , with , the Gaussian counterpart of , in Fig. 6 . It is difficult to show the comparison in a three-dimensional (3-D) plot. Thus, we slice the 3-D rate regions and at different values of , and obtain a number of sliced views as shown in Fig. 6 . As can be seen from Fig. 6 , the improvement of over for is significant, which matches exactly with the result presented in [9, Fig. 10 ]. It can also be observed that when is relatively high (e.g., ), the two regions coincide with each other. This is because most of the power of the two senders is allocated to transmit the high rate common information, while the remaining power for the private information becomes relatively small such that the improvement, primarily gained from allowing cross observation of the private information, diminishes. Note that a similar example has also been given in [28] .
VII. CONCLUSION
We derived in this paper a new achievable rate region for the two user discrete memoryless ICC. We have shown that the derived achievable rate region contains the one established in [23] , and reduces to some other existing results developed for the ICC or IC. We also investigated two special cases of the ICC. first case in which only one sender has private information to send, we obtained an achievable rate region with a fairly simple description; while for the second case, a class of DICCs, we show that our achievable region is the capacity region. Nevertheless, in a general ICC setting, the tightness of our achievable rate region as an inner bound of the capacity region is unknown.
APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 2
As the following lemma will be frequently used, we state it before the proof of Lemma 2. Suppose that the source message vector generated at the two senders is . Sender 1 transmits the codeword with channel uses, while sender 2 transmits the codeword with channel uses. The transmissions are assumed to be perfectly synchronized.
[Decoding] Each receiver accumulates an -length channel output sequence, (receiver 1) or (receiver 2). Let denote the typical sets of the respective joint distributions. Decoder 1 declares that is received, if is the unique message vector such that for some ; otherwise, it declares an error. Similarly, decoder 2 looks for a unique message vector such that , for some ; otherwise, it declares an error.
[Analysis of the Probability of Decoding Error] Because of the symmetry of the codebook generation, the probability of error does not depend on which message vector is encoded and transmitted. Since the messages are uniformly generated over their respective ranges, the average error probability over all the possible messages is equal to the probability of error incurred when any message vector is encoded and transmitted. We hence only analyze the probability of error at decoder 1 in details, since the same analysis can be performed for decoder 2. Without loss of generality, we assume that a source message vector is encoded and transmitted for the subsequent analysis. We first define the event The possible error events can be grouped into two classes: 1) the codewords transmitted are not jointly typical, i.e., happens; 2) there exist some such that happens ( may not be 1). Thus the probability of error at decoder 1 can be expressed as Due to the asymptotic equipartition property (AEP) [32] , in (67) can be made arbitrarily small as long as is sufficiently large. The rest of the fourteen probability terms in (67) can be evaluated through a standard procedure, which is demonstrated as follows. To evaluate , we apply Lemma 3 by letting , , and with denoting the empty set. Since the assumption of Lemma 3 on the joint distribution of , , and is satisfied, we have Note that (a) follows from the fact that , which is because , , and form a Markov chain . Since the case with seems not archetypal, we evaluate one more probability term, . Again, we use Lemma 3 by letting , , and to obtain By repeatedly applying Lemma 3, we obtain upper bounds of the remaining twelve probability terms. Further, we employ these bounds to derive an upper bound of the probability of error at decoder 1 as (68) It is now easy to check that when (2)-(6) hold and is sufficiently large, we have . By symmetry, we have for decoder 2, when (7)-(11) hold and is sufficiently large. Hence, , and Lemma 2 readily follows.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THE CONVEXITY OF

Let
and be two arbitrary rate quintuples belonging to . It suffices to show that for given any , . Note that the rate region is the union of regions over all . Thus, there must exist two sets of auxiliary random variables, namely and such that their joint distributions and factor as Let be the independent random variable, taking the value 1 with probability and 2 with probability . We define a new set of auxiliary random variables such that ,
, and , and then their joint distribution can factor Since , we have . It is easy to show that by following the steps used to prove the convexity of the capacity region for the MACC in Appendix A of [27] . Therefore, we conclude , which proves the convexity.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF COROLLARY 1
A. Fourier-Motzkin Elimination
We show in detail, how to apply Fourier-Motzkin elimination to obtain the explicit rate region depicted by (12)-(24).
Step 1) By substituting with and with , we can rewrite the implicit rate region (2) Observing that (100) always holds, we exclude it first. It is straightforward to verify that (106) is implied by (87), and (105) is implied by (86). We therefore also exclude both (106) and (105). We then categorize the remaining inequalities in (83)-(89) and (97)-(108) into the following three groups according to the different involvement of : 
B. The Converse Based on Deterministic Codes
Based on the discussion in the previous section, it suffices to show that for any deterministic code with , the rate triple must satisfy (38)-(50) for some joint distribution , to establish the converse.
Consider a deterministic code with . Note that implies and . Applying Fano-inequality [32] for decoder 1, we obtain where is the binary entropy function. Note that as . It easily follows that (170) By symmetry, we also have (171)
We now expand the entropy term as where (a) follows from the fact that is a deterministic function of and for a given code, and both (b) and (c) are based on the chain rule. Since is a deterministic function of and , . Similarly, due to , we have . Hence, we obtain the following:
where (a) follows from the deterministic relation between and , and (b) follows from the conditional independence between and given . Analogously, we have
Before proceeding to the main part of the converse, we need show the following two inequalities:
(174)
Inequality (174) can be derived as follows:
where (a) follows from the facts that , which is due to the conditional independence between and given , and "conditioning reduces entropy", i.e., , and (b) follows from "conditioning reduces entropy" as well. Similarly, we can obtain (175).
We now prove each of (38)-(50) by using (170) where (a), (b), and (c) follow from the same arguments for (181). Note that the proof for (183) and the one for (181) only differ in the first few steps, and the rest follows from the same set of arguments and procedures. Instead of expressing as , we set . Following the similar steps used in deriving (183) which correspond to (49)-(50) respectively.
We have derived a number of inequalities (176)-(188) which upper bound the rate triple of a given code for the DICC channel. We now adopt the technique which was used to prove the converse of the capacity region of the MACC in [26] and [27] . Define , equivalently , i.e., or is an auxiliary random variable uniformly distributed over the common message set . Since and are conditionally independent given , i.e., , we can write . Due to the introduction of , the region inherits the convexity from the achievable rate region for the general ICC. We now can conclude that the rate of the given code is upper bounded by (38)-(50) for some choice of joint distribution . This completes the proof of the converse.
